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ABSTRACT
Health mis/disinformation can negatively impact health decisions and
ultimately, health outcomes. Mis/disinformation related to COVID-19
vaccines has influenced vaccine hesitancy during a very critical time during
the pandemic when globally, the vaccine was needed to attenuate the
spread of the COVID-19 virus. This paper examines persuasive strategies
used in Twitter posts, particular those with antivaccine sentiment. The authors
developed a predictive model using variables based on the Elaboration
Likelihood Model, Social Judgement Theory and the Extended Parallel
Process Model to determine which persuasive tactics resulted in antivaccine,
provaccine and neutral sentiment. The study also used machine learning to
validate the persuasion variable algorithm to detect persuasion tactics in
COVID-19 vaccine online discourse on Twitter. Understanding persuasive
tactics used in antivaccine messaging can inform the development of a datadriven counter-response strategy.
Keywords: Misinformation, Disinformation, Persuasion, Algorithm, Sentiment
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Introduction
Misinformation is not a new phenomenon in health.
Throughout history, health innovations and
discoveries have been misrepresented and
surrounded by myth and conspiracy. In 1928, the
discovery of penicillin by Alexander Fleming was
rife with conspiracy and myth, some of which is still
being refuted today.1 In more recent history, a
study conducted in 1998 linking the measles,
mumps, and rubella vaccine to autism is still
circulating in anti-vaccination circles, despite being
debunked in 2010.2 Vaccine hesitancy continues to
have a negative influence on vaccine attitudes and
behaviors due ever-growing exposure to vaccine
misinformation.3
Health misinformation is not only a nuisance to
public health due to its ability to steer individuals
towards non-optimal health decisions, but it is also
an issue of public safety.4 Over the last few
decades, the spread of inaccurate and dangerous
information has led to public uprisings in protest of
health interventions, and in some cases death.4
Health communication scholars have struggled to
address the growing trend of misinformation,
searching for the one silver bullet – the one answer
to address this mounting problem and ease some of
the burden on public health communicators.
However, misinformation is not a black and white
issue. Rather, it is one that is as complex as humans
themselves. The search for one answer ignores the
many nuances of populations from culture, history,
sex, community and creed. In addition, according to
researchers from the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, misinformation also spreads faster and
more broadly than factual information.5 As evident
during the COVID-19 pandemic, misinformation is
also ever-changing and mutating to the rise and fall
of rapidly changing science and public discourse
Therefore, this is not a dragon to be slayed but one
to be overcome or outsmarted through careful
understanding of the patterns of persuasion and
their intricate sway on individuals.
In 2020, a study was conducted to understand
persuasion tactics used in COVID-19 vaccine
messaging.3 The study focused on persuasion tactics
used in messaging in the three types of COVID-19
vaccine sentiments—Pro-Vaccine, Anti-Vaccine, and
Neutral—with an additional focus on persuasion
tactics around COVID-19 vaccines from what are
likely bots. From that research, a framework was
developed—the Health Information Persuasion
Exploration (HIPETM) Framework—to identify

mis/disinformation and persuasion tactics used in
anti-vaccine messages and provide a path forward
in the development of rapid response counter
strategies and interventions. This research paper
further builds on that study to explore the algorithm
created to classify these patterns of persuasion in
mis/disinformation narratives within COVID-19
social media discourse. Ineffective health
communication during the pandemic has revealed a
need to design more effective communication
strategies that can be applied locally, nationally,
and internationally to help combat the COVID-19
pandemic.6
Literature Review
This section explores research related to COVID-19
mis/disinformation on social media, evidencebased persuasive messaging, predictive models for
pro-vaccine and anti-vaccine sentiment and
machine learning models that facilitate the
identification of not only mis/disinformation but also
major topics in the COVID-19 vaccine online
discourse. These models allow for the rapid analysis
of
the
constantly
evolving
COVID-19
mis/disinformation that can have a negative effect
on health decisions such as vaccine hesitancy.
Amplification of Mis/disinformation
In 2016, when there was a measles outbreak in
Disneyland, Broniatowski et al stressed the critical
importance of using social media to understand
vaccine refusal before the next disease outbreak.7
Current technology and social media have allowed
the amplification of information at an
unprecedented rate. These online social media
platforms can accelerate the distribution of lifesaving information to help people make informed
health decisions that will protect themselves and
their families. However, these same platforms can
have the opposite effect. During the pandemic,
social media has become a communication vehicle
for mis- and disinformation. So much so that the
World Health Organization (WHO) has referred to
it as an “Infodemic.”8 An infodemic is an excessive
overflow of information to include mis- and
disinformation that can adversely influence people
to make a health decision that could lead to severe
illness or even death.
There are many sources of mis/disinformation. For
example, social media and online foreign
disinformation campaigns have been shown to
impact vaccination rates and attitudes towards
vaccine safety.9 The use of social media is
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predictive of the belief that vaccines are unsafe,
while online foreign disinformation campaigns are
associated with negative discourse on social media
about vaccines as well as a decrease in mean
vaccination coverage.9
Social media bots, which are automated programs,
can also be used to amplify mis/disinformation.10
Bots can retweet content at a high degree of
frequency within users in the same opinion group
making it more difficult for factual health
information to reach these groups.11 Bots are
assigned scores (1-99), which indicate how likely an
account is a bot account. Intermediate scoring bot
accounts posted more tweets overall and were
more likely to post tweets that were more polarized
and neutral while accounts with high bot scores
posted more neutral tweets and less polarizing
ones.7 Additionally, Russian trolls promoted discord
while bots containing malware and unsolicited
content were more likely to spread antivaccine
messages. Fake accounts also contributed
negatively to public opinion on vaccination.7
Persuasion Messaging and Vaccine Sentiment
Understanding that mis/disinformation can impact
both health decisions and health outcomes, it is
critical to examine the persuasion strategies used in
health messaging for vaccines, particularly the
antivaccine messages, to inform public health
communication efforts. For example, antivaccine
tweets are retweeted more than provaccine and
neutral tweets.12 Public health and health
communication experts must examine persuasion
drivers that promote amplification of these
messages and consider persuasion strategies for
increasing the amplification of their messages. A
first step is to look at persuasion elements of the
messages.
Understanding the reasons that people share
content can aid public health and health
communication scientists design targeted messages
with a greater chance of amplification. As an
example, the emotion elicited by a message can
impact the virality of a message. Physiological
arousal can make content more or less viral. For
example, Berger and Milkman13 found that content
that evokes low-arousal emotions such as sadness is
less viral; whereas, high-arousal emotions, both
positive and negative (e.g., anger, anxiety, awe) is
more viral.

Other persuasion techniques that affect
amplification include the type of content and the
way it is presented. For example, Twitter content
with pictures and celebrity endorsement were most
amplified while text only content that contained
information, promotion and participation were most
amplified.14 On the social media platform,
Pinterest, antivaccine messages used narrative
vaccination information more frequently when
compared to provaccine messages, which used
statistical information.15 Storytelling can be a
powerful tool for embedding facts versus
communicating facts alone.16
Values and lifestyle norms are often used as part
of persuasion tactics. Messages that focus on values
that are important to the receiver of the message
are more likely to be processed critically resulting
in an increase in personal involvement and
resistance to future attacks.17 Anti-vaccine messages
have been found to center around values such as
freedom, choice and individuality and spread
misinformation and fear that vaccines can cause
adverse health outcomes.18 Vaccination policies
requiring vaccinations without an option for nonmedical refusal challenges an individual’s values of
choice and freedom, and can result in increased
antivaccine sentiment.19 Healthcare providers play
a significant role in vaccine acceptance. Creating a
trusting relationship with the parent can increase
vaccine adoption for the children.19
Recent analysis of social media discourse on
COVID-19 have provided valuable insights into the
most popular topics and themes that are also
reflective of people’s values. This provides an
opportunity to see how the discourse changes as the
pandemic evolves and to adapt messaging
strategies appropriately. In addition to values, the
following top themes were identified in an analysis
of Tweets on COVID-19 - global nature;
healthcare, illness, virus, government/government
response, and individual concerns and strategies.20
Conspiracy theories and loss of civil liberties were
themes identified in vaccine content on Pinterest.15
with conspiracy-focused misinformation gaining
more support when compared to medical
misinformation.21
Machine Learning and Misinformation
Machine learning offers the unique opportunity to
combat mis/disinformation using algorithms to
detect mis/disinformation before they are
amplified and can impact health outcomes.
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Machine-learning models have been developed to
detect misinformation related to COVID-19.22,23
Using short-term memory (LSTM) networks, a
multichannel convolutional neural network and knearest neighbors showed excellent results in
identifying
COVID-19
misinformation.22
Additionally, three different models have been
used to identify misinformation in a dataset of
COVID19 vaccine tweets – LSTM, XGBoost and the
bidirectional encoder representations from
transformers (BERT)-based model.24 The highest F1,
precision and recall scores were achieved using the
BERT model. Natural Language Processing deep
learning techniques and machine learning have also
been used to classify datasets for a fake news
detector.25 Other traditional machine learning
models that have been used to classify online
misinformation with a high accuracy include Support
Vector Machine (SVM), Decision Tree (DT), Random
Forest (FR) and Stochastic Gradient Descent
(SGD).26
With the proliferation and rapid amplification of
online information, this automation allows the
identification of misinformation as early as possible
so that counter messaging strategies can be
deployed. Machine learning has also enabled the
identification of topics related to vaccine discourse
on Twitter.27,28 As COVID-19 vaccine sentiments and
topics shift as the pandemic progresses, a rapid
method to identify these changes in the trends and
discourse is critical to public health in responding
appropriately and in a timely fashion to these
dynamic changes.29
Health Information Persuasion Exploration (HIPETM)
Framework
The HIPETM framework addresses mis/disinformation
in online discourse on social media. The HIPE
framework includes detection, analysis, design and
evaluation. The detection phase includes the use of
social listening tools to identify sentiment, key
themes and trends as well as persuasion tactics. The
algorithm developed to identify the persuasion
variable are based on a combination of three
theoretical frameworks: 1) Elaboration Likelihood
Model (ELM);30 2) Social Judgement Theory (SJT);31
and 3) the Extended Parallel Process Model
(EPPM).32 ELM provides a deeper understanding
into the type of processing – central or peripheral or the amount of effort used to evaluate a
message.30 Messages that require central
processing include health information and statistics,
questions and participation – elements which

require the receiver of the message to think
critically about the issue. Peripheral processing is
more superficial. These types of messages include
celebrities or other influencers, humor/sarcasms,
inspiration, and stories. Social Judgement Theory
focuses on people’s values or issues within their
latitude of acceptance.31 EPPM includes messages
that include fear appeal, perceived severity of a
health threat (e.g., COVID-19 virus) or treatment
(e.g. COVID-19 vaccine), perceived self- efficacy
or perceived response efficacy.32 Based on the
results of the analysis, counterstrategies and
messaging are designed that also take into
consideration barriers to people and place as well
as cultural and community-related nuances.
Evaluation is the last part of the framework that
includes formative evaluation of the messaging and
the effectiveness of counter messaging strategies.
This current study aims to determine whether a
model could be developed to predict vaccine
sentiment based on the types of persuasion used int
the messaging. Based on this, the authors proposed
the first research question:
RQ1. Can we build a model that predicts
vaccine sentiment based on the types of
persuasion used in the messaging?
When the HIPETM framework was initially
developed, persuasion variables and vaccine
sentiment were manually coded. The challenge with
this approach is the thousands of online posts on a
health topic, presenting constraints and limitations
related to amount of coding that can be done
manually. The analysis of a greater amount of data
would provide a more robust analysis of persuasion
tactics across the spectrum of a disease. This led to
the second research question:
RQ2. Can machine learning be used to
develop an algorithm to detect persuasion
tactics in COVID-19 vaccine online
discourse?
Methods
Two data sets were used for this study. The first
data set consisted of 1000 tweets retrieved by the
Social Integrity Platform between July 14-23, 2020
3, which was a period of time when the COVID-19
vaccine discussion became the main theme of online
discourse for COVID-19. A test for inter-rater
reliability was conducted using Gwet’s AC1
agreement coefficient metric33 that resulted in an
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inter-rater reliability score that was statistically
significant (p-values were less than 0.05). A second
set of Twitter data consisting of 1000 tweets were
manually annotated by two of the same
researchers, who annotated the first data set. This
second data set was obtained using the same
search strategy as the first data set. The Tweets
were coded by three annotators as to the type of
persuasion tactic that was used in the messaging
and the type of vaccine sentiment. Some tweets
were excluded in the course of the coding process
because they were not in English or the link to the
Tweet no longer worked. The final set of data
consisted of 1,845 annotated tweets.
Predicting vaccine sentiment from persuasion type
There were two issues that we wanted to explore
using machine learning on the manually annotated
data created in this study. One question was which
of the different types of persuasion messaging was
most likely to predict an author’s sentiment towards
vaccination.
Models were built with machine learning algorithms
to identify which combination of persuasion
messaging will predict the sentiments towards the
vaccine. The persuasion variables were used as
independent variables, also known as features, in a
classification approach leading to a prediction of
the sentiments (the outcome). Sentiments are
categorized into Provax, Antivax, and Neutral. Two
algorithms were selected: Decision Tree and
Random Forest, which are two types of machine
learning appropriate for classification.34 The R
software was used for the analysis.
Decision Tree
Decision tree (DT is an algorithm that learns from
the data, builds, and validates a model. It breaks
down the data into smaller subsets resulting in a tree
with decision nodes and leaf nodes. In this paper, a

Recursive PARTitioning (RPART) library was used in
the analysis of the data.35
Random Forest
Random forest (RF) is an algorithm that produces a
collection of decision tress (DT’s).36 It is also known
as an ensemble learning method. Prediction by one
decision tree may not be accurate. Thus, combining
many DT’s improves accuracy of the
prediction/classification, on the average. A specific
number of DT’s are trained based on Bootstrap
samples, in a parallel fashion. The final
classification is obtained through a majority vote
fashion. The selected model extracts the most
important features that influence the classification.
Using a testing set, performance across all classes
were assessed with precision and recall metrics.
Furthermore, a macro F1 score is calculated. This
score is derived from the macro-averaged precision
and recall. It is suitable for data with imbalanced
class distribution.
A DT was built on the entire dataset, using all the
variables, whereas a RF was built on a training set
(70%) and validated on a test set (30%). A RF
randomly selected observations and specific
variables to build multiple DT’s and averages the
results.
Predicting persuasion types automatically at scale
Another question that this research addressed was
whether we could develop automated models that
could detect persuasion types from the content of
Tweets alone, whether such models could scale to
the volume of material that is generated in social
media, and whether the models would be
sufficiently reliable that they could support the
development of counter messaging in a timely
fashion. As described above there were eighteen
different types of persuasion that were identified in
the data (Table 1).
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Table 1. Persuasion Types
Theoretical Framework

Persuasion Constructs

Elaboration Likelihood Model (ELM)

High Elaboration (Deep processing)
1. Information/Statistics
2. Question
3. Participation
Low Elaboration (Superficial Processing)
4. Celebrity
5. Inspiration
6. Humor/Sarcasm
7. Story
Social Judgment Theory (Values)
8. Health Evidence (Health/evidence-based information)
9. Safety
10. Religion
11. Choice
12. Political
13. Social Equity
14. Altruism
Extended Parallel Process Model 15. Fear Appeal (Perceived Severity)
(EPPM)
16. Perceived susceptibility
17. Self-efficacy
18. Response Efficacy
We decided to approach the modeling problem
using eighteen independent binary text
classification tasks, with the assumption that this
would allow each of the models to focus their
discriminative capability on a single task, which
could lead to better overall performance. In the
analytic tool suite for which these models were
developed, we selected the text classification
modeling tool FastText 37 for its combination of
accuracy, speed and modest computing
requirements. Later, we conducted some additional
experimentation using Huggingface Transformers,
tuning on top of a pre-trained text classification
model developed for tweet sentiment analysis. 38,39
The summary results are reported in the next
section.

prediction models on a subsampled population of
negative exemplars that was no more than two
times the number of positive exemplars. Second, to
get a clear picture of the model behavior, we
report precision, recall and F-measure in two
different ways, treating separately the presence
and absence of a persuasion strategy as the target
class to be predicted, and then also report the
macro average of the respective F-measures. This
serves as a useful way of understanding the quality
of the individual binary classification models
beyond the simple accuracy metric. In a similar vein,
we include the precision recall curve – area under
the curve (PRC AUC) to allow for additional insight
into the models’ performance characteristics across
the full range of precision-recall tradeoffs.

As can be seen in Table 1, many of the persuasion
categories were detected at very low rates during
manual annotation, which meant that the training
data was sometimes strongly skewed towards the
absence of a given persuasion category. If left
unaddressed, the resulting models would strongly
prefer predicting negative labels, with an overall
accuracy rate that would be superficially high, but
where the precision and recall measured relative to
the positive categories would be very low. We took
two approaches to address this problem of skewed
training data. First, we trained the FastText

Another approach to addressing the issue of low
positive exemplars was to introduce a more coarsegrained set of categories that merged some of the
original categories and would therefore include a
larger number of positive exemplars in those
categories. Of course, for this to make sense the
categories would have to be closely related
conceptually. For this reason, we introduced two
new persuasion categories that represented the
merging of two sets of fine-grained distinctions:
persuasion variables 1 (information & statistics), 2
(questions) and 3 (participation) were merged into
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“Elaboration Likelihood Model – High”, or what we
refer to here as "Deep Processing” (via information
and questions) and “Elaboration Likelihood Model –
Low” or “Superficial Processing” (via celebrities and
stories).
The performance numbers reported in the next
section are the result of conducting 10-fold cross
validation, with 15% of the data being held out for
testing on each fold. For each of the binary
classifiers we specified that FastText should use ngrams of up to length 3, a learning rate of 1.0, and
to run for 25 epochs.
Results
Predicting vaccine sentiment from persuasion type
After removing rows with missing values and “0”
value for sentiment, 1474 tweets were used in this
analysis. Sentiments among the tweets are broken
down as follows: Provax (52.71%), Antivax
(19.74%), and Neutral (27.54%). The persuasion
type Elaboration Likelihood Model (ELM) with
values 1 to 7 was dichotomized for better
representation of each group. For the single
decision tree, at the root node (the topmost node)
EPPM1 = 0 (No Fear Appeal) was displayed. It is
selected to be the best/useful predictor of the
classification. A set of if-then-else decision rules was
then obtained from applying the algorithm (Figure
1). In the figure, the green node represents provaccine sentiment; the red node represents antivaccine sentiment; and the yellow node represents
neutral sentiment. The leaf nodes are displayed at
the bottom of the tree. In each leaf node, the top
number is the sentiment category, the next three
numbers below the category are the percentage of
each sentiment category in the data for that node.
The last number is the predicted percent for each
category. When the tree flow is read from top to
bottom, the following decision rules from terminal
nodes are extracted:
-

If there is no Fear Appeal and there is Response
Efficacy, then 27% are classified as Provax.
If there is no Fear Appeal and no Response
Efficacy, and there is Self-Efficacy, then 14%
are classified as Provax.
If there is no Fear Appeal, no Response Efficacy
and no Self-Efficacy and there is Equity/Access
or Altruism, then 5% are classified as Provax.
If there is no Fear Appeal, no Response Efficacy
and no Self-Efficacy, and there is Health

-

-

-

-

Evidence or no Value identified and there is
Superficial Processing (Story), then 3% are
classified as Provax.
If there is Fear Appeal, then 14% are classified
as Antivax
If there is no Fear Appeal, no Response
Efficacy, and no Self-efficacy, and Value is
Safety, Religion or Choice, and there is
Superficial Processing (Story), then 2% are
classified as Antivax
If there is no Fear Appeal, no Response Efficacy
and no Self-efficacy, and Value is Safety or
Religion or Choice and there is no Superficial
Processing (Story), and there is Superficial
Processing (Humor/Sarcasm), then 1% are
classified as Antivax
If there is no Fear Appeal, no Response Efficacy
and no Self-Efficacy, and Value is Political, then
16% are classified as Neutral
If there is no Fear Appeal, no Response Efficacy
and no Self-Efficacy, and there is Health
Evidence or no Value identified, and there is no
Superficial Processing (Story), then 15% are
classified as Neutral
If there is no Fear Appeal, no Response Efficacy
and no Self-Efficacy, and Value is Safety,
Religion or Choice, and there is no Superficial
Processing (Story) and no Superficial Processing
(Humor/Sarcasm), then 4% are classified as
Neutral

For the collection of DTs, the RF, the data was split
into training set (70%) and testing set (30%). The
model achieved an overall accuracy of 78.51%
(95% CI: 0.7588, 0.8098) using the training set. The
top important feature was Self-Efficacy, a different
best feature derived from a single decision tree (No
Fear Appeal). One of the metrics produced by the
algorithm is the Mean Decrease in Accuracy
(MDA).40 This measure, when ranked in descending
order displays the top important features and
assesses the usefulness of the persuasion variables
techniques in the prediction of the sentiment (Figure
2). The MDA for Self-Efficacy was 71.8, which
means that if Self-Efficacy is excluded from the
features, the classification accuracy decreases by
71.8%. The larger the MDA value, the more
important and useful is the feature in
predicting/classifying the outcome. The next most
important feature was Fear appeal with an MDA
value of 68.9, showing a drop from 71.8. The least
important feature was Story.
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The overall accuracy using the testing set was
74.6% (95% CI: 0.7027, 0.786). Note that the
accuracy for a multiclass classifier is calculated as
the average accuracy per class. The sensitivity
metric showed that Provax sentiment is 78.5%
accurate, Antivax sentiment is 55.2% accurate and
Neutral Sentiment is 81% accurate. Precision (P)
and Recall (R) were obtained for each class: Provax
(P=0.88, R=0.79); Antivax (P=0.81, R=0.55);
Neutral (P=0.56, R=0.81). Overall, the

performance is high. However, the classifier
underperforms for Antivax (Recall) and Neutral
(Precision). Based on these Precision and Recall
metrics, the macro F1 score was 0.73. This value
indicates that the classifier performs reasonably
well for each individual class. Results from DT and
RF are slightly different. No Fear appeal was the
top important feature for the single DT while it was
the second most important feature for the RF.

Figure 1. Persuasion Techniques Importance
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Predicting persuasion types automatically at scale
Table 2 provides a summary of the performance of
the FastText-based binary classifiers for each of the
eighteen persuasion categories, as well as the
merged persuasion categories of “Deep

Processing” and “Superficial Processing.” The table
presents a range of metrics to support a careful
consideration of how these models could be used in
practice. The results are sorted in order of
decreasing macro averaged F-Measures.

Table 2. Evaluation results of persuasion detection models.

A first observation is that, not surprisingly, the
performance of the models is strongly correlated
with the amount of positive training data available.
Some of the persuasion categories have so few
positive exemplars, such as “5. Inspiration” with 28,
and “6. Altruism” with 53, that it is understandable
that these paltry training amounts would strain the
ability of the machine learning algorithm to identify
the common semantics that could then be used to
recognize unseen tweets that also make use of these
very general types of persuasion. The correlation of
positive training size and prediction performance is
not absolute, however, which reflects the differing
levels of complexity and variability by which a
particular type of persuasion is employed in natural
language. For example, the merged category of
“4-7. Superficial Processing” has the second largest
number of positive exemplars (719), but its inclusion
of different types of persuasion, one of which is the
challenging task of detecting humor and sarcasm,
results in the prediction model performing well
below other models with far fewer positive
exemplars, such as “17. Self -Efficacy” and “9.
Safety”.

Overall, these performance results point to an
optimistic takeaway: Those additional positive
exemplars would likely contribute to additional
improvement of the prediction models, especially
those with the fewest numbers. To exploit this fact,
we have developed an integrated analytic
platform3 in which analysts can easily identify
additional positive and negative exemplars in the
course of their work, which in turn supports an
iterative retraining of the prediction models in a socalled
“tag-a-little,
learn-a-little”
model
improvement paradigm. 41
The relatively high positive precision values for
seven of these persuasion detection models, ranging
from .733 to .804, indicates that these models could
already play a useful role in the detection, tracking
and mitigation of mis- and dis-information
regarding vaccines as envisioned by this research.
When applied against a large volume of on-topic
tweets these models would be able to detect the
ebb and flow of the associated types of persuasion,
which in turn would allow for the types of
intervention described elsewhere in this paper.
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Subsequent
to
the
development
and
experimentation with the analytic tools described
above we conducted a small comparative study of
the prediction modeling approach using
Transformer technology. We tuned eighteen binary
text classification models using this same data,
tuning on top of a pre-trained Tweet sentiment
prediction model.39 As can be seen in the summary
results included in Table 2, the Huggingface-based
Transformer models showed modest improvement in
16 of the 19 categories, the macro averaged Fmeasures increasing by an average of 2
percentage points over all 19, indicating that this is
a promising direction for adoption in future versions
of our analytic environment. In most cases this
improved performance was gained through an
improvement in positive recall (not shown in the
table).
Discussion
One of the aims of this study was to highlight the
opportunities for a predictive model to determine
persuasion patterns within vaccine online discourse.
The application of machine learning technology
advances
critical
insights
to
counter
mis/disinformation and informs the development of
data-driven counter-response strategies. Health
misinformation is on the rise and will continue to
pose a threat to public safety. It is imperative that
public health communicators lean into technological
advancements to provide critical insights to build
effective strategies and behavioral interventions.
The persuasion variables were originally manually
curated and shown to be credible. We developed
two models for predicting sentiment based solely on
the (manually annotated) type of persuasion being
employed. The first model, using a decision tree
approach, was effective in finding a combination of
the persuasion messaging to classify an author’s
sentiment towards vaccination. The second model
built with the random forest was able to extract a
ranked list of persuasion variables ordered with
mean decrease in accuracy. Based on precision,
recall and F1 score, the latter model performs
reasonably well. Model performance in both
models was hampered by a combination of data
sparsity and a significant skew in the distribution of
categories.
In order to provide a fully-automated system we
trained models to attempt to predict the persuasion
variables themselves based on the content of the
messages, as described in the previous section. As
with the sentiment prediction models, it is clear that

the performance of the sentiment models is limited
first and foremost by the combination of limited
amounts of training data for many categories, and
the associated skew in the distribution of categories.
Examining the performance metrics in Table 2, we
see a strong correlation between positive category
counts and the macro-averaged F1 scores.
These persuasion prediction models were created
within the context of a larger analytic tool
environment and one element of this system included
the ability of analysts to view the results of model
prediction on new text messages in the course of
their work. The user interface allowed the analyst
to either confirm or correct the predicted persuasion
label, which could then be fed back into an iterative
model re-training process. While not obligating the
analyst to perform this annotation effort all the
time, the integration of this confirmation/correction
process into the working environment was intended
to promote additional corpus creation. This socalled "tag-a-little, learn-a-little" iterative model
building is one step towards increasing the amount
of manually annotated data, which we hope will
lead to still higher performance metrics going
forward.
As noted elsewhere in this paper, there is an
increasing amount of work developing predictive
models to attempt to aid in the identification and
amelioration of mis- and dis-information regarding
community health. Some of the models being
described cite higher performance metrics.42,24 It is
important to distinguish the different approach
being pursued in our work, where we are
attempting to detect the types of persuasion being
employed by a communicator. These types of
persuasion are available to anyone attempting to
convey their point of view, whether or not they are
actively spreading disinformation. In this way one
can see that the natural language processing
models needed for persuasion detection are more
dissimilar to traditional sentiment analysis
classification tasks, both in the fact that they extend
a binary classification task to a multi-class task, but
also in the types of natural language features they
are likely to depend on.
The research community is encouraged to expand
on these approaches to predict vaccine sentiments.
Researchers can extend this study to a larger corpus
of Twitter data and automate the annotation of the
persuasion variables through Natural Language
Processing (NLP). This work is a starting point to
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further improve the identification of persuasion
tactics, COVID-19 vaccine sentiment detection, and
tracking and mitigation of mis- and dis-information
in social media platforms.
Early Exposure of Persuasion Patterns
As this paper posits, advancements in the
identification of persuasion patterns in social media
posts could aid in limiting the spread of
misinformation before widespread amplification.
Misinformation, if not caught early, is resistant to
counter response. Research indicates this is
especially true if the information is challenging to
an individual’s world view.43 Proactive counter
strategies are a critical path to behavioral
intervention and provide more successful inoculation
of potentially harmful health misinformation.3
Inoculation strategies prepare an individual to
identify possibly deceptive or misleading messages
and dismiss them, ultimately limiting the persuasive
nature of a message, and decreasing the spread of
misinformation.3 Early exposure of persuasion
patterns is an inherent benefit of the HIPETM machine
learning approach and will lessen the burden on
public health communicators in their pursuit of
improving health literacy and disseminating factual
health information within their communities.
Prediction as a Means to Reduce Risk and Poor Health
Outcomes
The analysis of persuasion classifications identified
an opportunity to illustrate the prediction of
sentiment and potential outcome. The HIPETM
framework proposes that the greater the number of
persuasion tactics applied, the more complex the
response must be. The analysis of classifications also
revealed that some persuasion tactics, such as fear,
self-efficacy, and response efficacy, have greater
weight in terms of predicting sentiment. The
combination of these tactics, therefore, would
indicate a greater persuasive force. Early indicators
of these persuasive tactics in messages could
forewarn and forearm health communicators to
focus energy on proactive response early on,
reducing risk of serious harm and bolstering positive
health outcomes. In parallel, health communicators
could use this opportunity to design digital health
education programs to focus on those particular
topic areas.

low digital health literacy are more susceptible to
misinformation.44 The World Health Organization
states that the prevention of misinformation
facilitates the delivery or access of reliable and
comprehensible health information, driving optimal
health outcomes.45 The U.S. Department of Health
and Human Services defines health literacy as “the
degree to which individuals have the ability to find,
understand, and use information and services to
inform health-related decisions and actions for
themselves and others.”46 Digital health literacy
extends that definition to include the appraisal of
health information from electronic sources. Digital
health literacy includes ability to seek, find,
understand, and appraise health information from
electronic sources and apply the knowledge gained
to addressing or solving a health problem.47 If the
persuasion algorithm can provide clarity to gaps in
digital health literacy, one can create targeted
education programs designed to fill the gaps in
reliable health information, ultimately improving
healthcare quality, reducing costs, and decreasing
burden on the public health system. In addition,
early identification of celebrity or influencer
persuasive content, can serve as a critical strategy
to drive individuals to more accurate health
information, an important step to improving digital
health literacy and health equity.3,44 Individuals with
low health literacy may not have sufficient
capability to discern between accurate and false
information and may engage in less critical
processing of information. Therefore, celebrity or
influencer connection with information provides a
significant nudge or attractor towards certain
viewpoints or types of information.
Conclusion
Combining predictive modeling and machine
learning with persuasive messaging can serve as an
innovative approach to understanding COVID-19
vaccine online discourse, and effectively be scaled
to address mis/disinformation for health
information of the future at the local, national and
global level. The analysis of the data obtained from
online discourse can be used to provide evidencebased
counterstrategies
for
health
mis/disinformation to achieve positive health
behaviors and health outcomes especially during a
public health crisis.

Addressing Digital Health Literacy through Targeted
Interventions
Bolstering digital health literacy plays a critical role
in addressing health misinformation. Individuals with
Medical Research Archives | https://esmed.org/MRA/mra/view/2822
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